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ABSTRACT: Lime mortar typically evokes thoughts of Roman construction; however, Ireland was somewhat removed from Roman purview. Despite proof of trade with Romans during the first century BC, there is no existing
evidence of Roman construction on the island. A lime mortar-like substance covers a Bronze Age burial
mound in Co. Roscommon, yet the earliest known buildings utilising lime mortar date to the mid-seventh century and served ecclesiastical purposes. Beginning in the fourteenth century, improved construction methods
refined lime mortar usage, with little alteration to the process in succeeding centuries. However, by the early
twentieth century, portland cement supplanted lime as the preferred mortar binder. The historic conservation
movement then slowly reintroduced lime mortars back into the building lexicon. Thus, the history of lime mortar
in Ireland followed a path of repeated discovery, cultural need, technology transfer, dominance, decline and
resurgence, a path removed from direct influence by the Romans.

INTRODUCTION
Lime and lime mortar technology are known from ancient times: the Egyptians employed both lime and gypsum-based mortars in building the pyramids (c. 2500 BC), the Greeks were using lime mortar in 500 BC, the Romans significantly refined hydraulic lime mortar in the second century BC, and even Vitruvius discussed the
proper method of lime mortar manufacture in his seminal de Architectura. Yet, despite interactions with Romans in the southeast of the island of Ireland near the beginning of the first century AD (Warner 1996, p. 6),
lime mortar technology arrived relatively late in Ireland, sometime around the seventh century AD. Using historical resources, modern research, and discussions with practitioners, this paper seeks to elucidate the evolution of lime mortar technology in the north of Ireland, and to set it within a global context.
BEFORE THE ROMANS
Repeated Discovery: Bronze Age Burial Mounds
The Bronze Age Bell Beaker culture in Ireland developed early methods of smelting metals, as well as hot rock
technology for heating water. Open fires, such as employed by these activities, can reach temperatures over
900°C, with the temperature rapidly decreasing with depth due to good insulation properties of sediment
(Berna et al. 2007, p. 359-60). Quicklime, the unhydrated material used in lime mortar, forms by burning limestone at temperatures between 900-1200°C. This implies an open fire sited on limestone could create a thin
layer of powdery quicklime at the surface. If doused with water or exposed to rain, the resulting exothermic
reaction would produce steam. Observation of the textural change and rising steam could lead to the ‘discovery’ of lime binder. Such may be the case at a Bronze Age burial mound in Clogher Lower, Co. Roscommon, Ireland. Excavation of the burial mound revealed that “…the stone core of the mound is sealed by a
grey-white layer of material resembling a calcrete, or a marl or calcitic daub, varying between 0.05m and
0.10m in thickness” (Fig. 1) (Shimwell et al. 1996, p. 570). The authors identified similarities between the mortarlike sealant layer and locally available carbonate and sand materials by employing a combination of experimental archaeology and various analytical techniques. The results indicated the layer was made by intentionally calcining lake marl, then slaking and combining the resulting quicklime with esker sand to create a ru-
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dimentary lime mortar (Shimwell et al. 1996, p. 572-73). While this argues for the repeated ‘discovery of lime
mortar, the lack of cultural need and relatively advanced technology likely prevented retention of the knowledge within the society. Expansion of the Christian religion in Ireland, however, generated the cultural need for
more advanced construction techniques.

Figure 1: Cross section of burial mound at Lower Clogher, Co. Roscommon, showing lime mortar-like sealant
layer; (after Shimwell et al. 1996, p. 570)

THE MIDDLE AGES
Dry-stack stone structures, such as the late sixth century beehive huts of Skellig Michael or the Gallarus Observatory (built between the sixth and eighth centuries), gradually gave way at the beginning of the Middle Ages
to the mortared random rubble construction observed in early medieval buildings like Banagher Old Church
and St Molaise’s House at Devenish Monastic Site. The advent of lime mortar technology in Ireland during the
seventh century facilitated this shift in construction methods by introducing a technology which met the cultural needs of the time and was brought to Ireland through technology transfer.
Cultural Need and Technology Transfer: Christianity
Many of the first buildings to use lime mortar are associated with religious practices, specifically Christian stone
reliquary and burial shrines such as St Molaise’s House on Inishmurray and St Ciarán (Teampull Chiaráin) at
Clonmacnoise (O’Brien and Harbison 2000, p. 61). Thus, the advent of lime mortar technology in Ireland appears closely linked to the popularization of Christianity. Christianity spread into Ireland during the early Middle
Ages. St Declan of Ardmore introduced Christianity to southern Ireland from southwestern Britain or late Roman
Gaul, while St Patrick spread the word in the northern half of Ireland and into Mayo during the fifth century
(O'Brien and Harbison 2000, p. 46). As an indication of the missionaries’ success in converting the Irish population to Christianity, Pope Celestine sent the first bishop, Palladius, to Ireland in 431AD (O’Brien and Harbison
2000, p. 46). Over time, this success brought an increase in traffic related to religious pilgrimages and to viewing sacred relics (O’Brien and Harbison 2000, p. 47). The success led to a cultural need for improved construction techniques in order to provide more comfortable, permanent shelter for the ever-increasing numbers of
pilgrims and to protect sacred relics from damage or theft.
Despite cultural need gaining momentum throughout the early Middle Ages, the transfer of lime mortar technology from abroad into the Irish construction lexicon lagged behind by a few hundred years. Radiocarbon
dating of charcoal extracted from historic lime mortar samples, which were collected throughout the island of
Ireland, indicated stone-and-mortar construction of Christian churches, reliquaries, and burial shrines dates
from the seventh century, possibly earlier (Table 1) (Berger 1992, p. 882-4). This contradicts previously published
work which suggested round towers as the oldest examples of mortared stone masonry construction in Ireland
(Pavia and Bolton 2000, p. 9).
The transfer of lime mortar technology most likely resulted from a combination of religion-oriented individuals,
including members of the religious societies expanding into Ireland, their lay brothers, and those who followed
the burgeoning pilgrimage traffic for trade purposes. Aalen, et al. (1997, p.50) noted that by the eighth or ninth
century, the monasteries were “effectively proto-urban centres involved in specialised activities, including
small industries, arts and crafts, education, commerce,” and “dispensed patronage for a growing number of
artists and masons.” The lag observed between cultural need and technology transfer may in part be explained by the imposition of “…a Classical-derived technology on an essentially Iron Age or ‘barbarian’ society” (McNeill 2007, pers. comm.).
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Table 1: Radiocarbon dates for select historic monuments in Ireland; (from Berger 1992)
Structures
Churches and other religious buildings
High Island Oratory, Co. Galway
St. Columba’s House, Co. Meath
(two measurements)
Temple Ciarán, Clonmacnoise, Co. Offaly
St Michael’s Church, Phase 1, Skellig Michael, Co. Kerry
Teach Molaise, Inishmurray, Co. Sligo
Round towers
Clonmacnoise Round Tower, Co. Offaly
Clondalkin Round Tower, Co. Dublin
Cashel Round Tower, Co. Tipperary
(two measurements)
Rattoo Round Tower, Co. Kerry

14C Age
(yr BP)

Calc. Age
(AD)

1389 ± 195
1270 ± 125
1295 ± 80
1245 ± 55
1250 ± 25
1215 ± 45

430-852
650-890
654-786
681-881
688-777
724-736

1080 ± 60
1050 ± 50
990 ± 90
975 ± 110
980 ± 40

891-1012
897-1025
960-1160
960-1180
1012-1039

Dominance: Quiescence and Shifting Power Structures
During the centuries following adoption of lime mortar in Irish building construction, masons gradually became
familiar with the locally available materials, including the local aggregates and the quality and behaviour of
lime derived from the various limestones of Ireland. This familiarity would lead to refinements in lime mortar
manufacture, such as stacking patterns of raw limestone and fuel for more even firing and the duration of firing; yet, lime mortar technology in Ireland remained essentially the same for centuries. For example, the limestones in Ireland are fairly pure, with little to no clay content which imparts hydraulic properties to quicklime
and creates natural hydraulic lime. At best, a feebly hydraulic lime might have been produced (Curran 2007,
pers. comm). Pozzolans, like ground brick dust or volcanic ash, which contain alumina and amorphous silica
may be added to lime to create an artificial hydraulic lime. The scarcity of historic artificial hydraulic lime mortar in the north of Ireland may in large part be due to availability of materials. The earliest known use of brick
for building construction is at Carrickfergus Castle, Co. Antrim, which utilised brick beginning in the midsixteenth century (McNeill 1981, p. 9). Nor is volcanic ash readily available, as the ashfall deposits of the Lower
Basalt Formation in the Antrim Lava Group are the result of localized explosive events and lie buried under tens
of metres of succeeding basaltic lava flows (Mitchell 2004, p. 168-70). The absence of artificial hydraulic lime
parallels the loss of such technology on a global scale during the Dark Ages, following the fall of the Roman
empire. Thus, after the advent of lime mortar in Ireland and until the nineteenth century, the changes in construction technology focused not so much on the mortar itself, but rather on the improvements to construction
techniques made possible, in part, by mortar.
The vicissitudes of Irish politics and the resulting shifts in power structures provided some of the impetus for developing advanced construction techniques. Round towers, stone cylinders rising three or four stories high with
limited openings and an external door at the first floor level, sprang up across the island between the tenth
and thirteenth centuries. Associated with religious enclaves, the structures are thought to have either functioned as watch towers and shelters should periodic raiding parties appear on the horizon, or as bell towers
used to call people to prayer (O'Keeffe 2004, p. 97-104). This relatively low level of warfare characterised political events on the island prior to the fourteenth century, and therefore the drive to build castles in Ireland was
not as prevalent as it was in Wales and Scotland. However, beginning in the late fourteenth century, the construction of stone tower-houses, with their simple but effective defences, proliferated across the island of Ireland due to increased aggression by the English (McNeill 2000, pg. 226). By the mid-seventeenth century, English-style manor houses began appearing on the island, including the Manor House at Dunluce Castle,
constructed during the 1630s and the oldest known example of its kind (Fig. 2). The use of lime mortar in stone
structures facilitated improved construction techniques, and continued to dominate the Irish construction industry until the invention of portland cement.
NINETEENTH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT
Decline: the Age of Portland Cement
Portland cement, patented in England by Joseph Aspdin on 18 December 1824, rapidly became the mortar
material of choice, essentially supplanting the thousand-year dominance of lime mortar in Ireland in little over
a century. Mortar mixes relying on portland cement cured much faster, provided more strength, and required
less skill to mix and apply than traditional lime mortars. This made cement preferable to contractors and masons, especially as the increased speed of construction meant more projects completed in a shorter amount
of time. Indicative of this shift to portland cement, in 1914 Blue Circle Cement ceased producing lime from its
120-year old quarry in Magheramorne, Co. Antrim, in order to manufacture portland cement (David Lock As-
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Figure 2: a) Ruins of Dunluce Castle, view looking northeast, with the gabled, L-shaped Manor House rising
above its surrounding fortifications. b) Historic lime mortar from seventeenth century kitchen, adjacent to
Manor House, in situ (lower left), and c) viewed in thin section under crossed polars (lower right, FoV: 4mm)
sociates 2006, p. 2). The increased demand for portland cement after the first and particularly second World
Wars sounded the ‘death knell’ for lime mortar in the modern construction industry. Mortars mixed with portland cement instead of lime became common place, even when repairing or repointing historic structures.
In 1914, the same year that Blue Circle Cement began producing portland cement, Major Perceval Maxwell
gave the ruins of the medieval Inch Abbey, Co. Down, into State care. The local Commissioner of Public Works
undertook repairs to the buildings at this time, repointing extensively and ‘repairing’ damaged stone detail
with portland cement mortar (Environment and Heritage Service 2005, p. 1). Similarly, the Montgomery family
gave the medieval Grey Abbey, located on the Ards Peninsula in Co. Down, into State care in 1907. Shortly afterwards, the local Commissioner of Public Works excavated the site and performed necessary repairs (Environment and Heritage Service 2007, p. 1). The repairs included repointing with portland cement in a style
known as ‘ribbon’ or ‘bastard tuck’, which gave the illusion of ashlar masonry to random rubble construction.
A contrasting style of mortar repointing was employed at Bonamargy Friary, a medieval Franciscan friary near
Ballycastle in Co. Antrim. Between 1927 and 1931, the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society undertook a series of repairs to the friary, including portland cement mortar repairs to the MacNaughton tomb along
the interior of the church’s south wall (Bell and McNeill 2002, p. 114-15). The exterior of the friary’s south range,
consisting of a chapel and the MacDonnell family burial vault, was also entirely repointed with portland cement mortar which subsequently weathered to a deep burnt orange colour. Aesthetically, this makes for a
startling contrast with the rest of the structure. Yet, the most significant impact is the apparent increase in stone
decay, causing the strong portland cement mortar to stand proud of the retreating stone blocks, similar to that
observed at Grey Abbey (Fig. 3 and 4).
Observations and research indicate portland cement mortar encourages stone decay in two ways: 1) portland cement is much less permeable than lime and many types of stone, thus the mortar joint ceases to act as
a drainage network, instead driving moisture and salts through pores in the stone, and 2) portland cement is
harder and more rigid than lime, which means that a stone surrounded by portland cement repointing is
clamped in a rigid framework, forcing the stone to behave inelastically. Such pronounced weathering of historic stone material in contact with portland cement repair mortars caused concern that, in an effort to preserve built heritage, practitioners were inadvertently causing more harm to the very historic fabric they were
trying to save. Eventually, the growing historic conservation movement resurrected interest in traditional lime
mortars to address this concern by developing more sympathetic or appropriate mortars.
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Resurgence: the Historic Conservation Movement
Advances in historic conservation, fuelled by conservation philosophy shifting to a more Ruskinian approach
and increasing recognition of the potential value of science applied to conservation, provided the tools to
address the need for more appropriate repointing mortars. The first legislation in the United Kingdom to address historic conservation was the Ancient Monuments Protection Act of 1882, which listed only pre-historic
sites and monuments. Buildings were not listed until the late 1940s, although meaningful protection for such
listed buildings did not appear until the late 1960s. However, listing of buildings only began in Northern Ireland
in 1974, and the first survey took nearly 20 years to complete (Environment and Heritage Service 2008, p. 4).
The general time frame for the first listing of historic buildings roughly coincides with formulation of the 1964 International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites, simply referred to as the
Venice Charter. The Venice Charter forms the backbone of legislation and Best Practice philosophy for the
modern historic conservation movement, both locally and internationally. One of several key provisions of the
Charter is Article 2:
The conservation and restoration of monuments must have recourse to all the sciences and techniques
which can contribute to the study and safeguarding of the architectural heritage. (Congress of Architects
and Technicians of Historic Monuments 1964, p. 2)
This is the first official recognition, at least on an international scale, of the benefit of science to conservation.
The field of conservation science began in earnest, including the application of diverse analytical techniques
to identify the constituents of historic mortars. The results of such tests highlighted the differences between historic lime mortars and modern portland cement mortars, differences which illuminated potential causes of the
increased stone decay already observed on some historic structures repointed with cement-based mortars.
Furthermore, by specifically mentioning techniques, a pathway opened to explore the application of traditional construction methods, including lime mortar, to conserving architectural heritage.

Figure 3: Bonamargy Friary, view looking west, showing aesthetic impact of portland cement repointing to the
Chapel (left side)

Figure 4: a) Detail of back-weathering sandstone and protruding portland cement mortar on Bonamargy Friary
Chapel, and b) back-weathering sandstone with lime-portland cement mortar mix at Grey Abbey
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Through practical experience, observations, and scientific exploration, the search for a more appropriate repair mortar gradually led practitioners away from portland cement towards traditional lime mortars. By the
early 1970s, recognition existed that repair mortars should match the original material as closely as possible,
and never be harder than the stone being repointed (Insall 1972, p. 130). In practice, this meant that the use of
a strong, hard portland cement mortar on a weathered stone building originally constructed with lime mortar
was inappropriate and would lead to further damage of the historic fabric. Whereas, a lime mortar is likely to
be more compatible with the weathered stone, as the mortar acts sacrificially to the stone and thus helps preserve the historic stone of the structure.
Early efforts in creating more sympathetic conservation mortars (repair mortars intentionally designed for preservation of historic structures) involved blending, or gauging, lime putty with portland cement. The practice
became common in historic conservation as it enabled the mortar to set much faster than pure lime putty or
hydraulic lime mortar and was believed to be more compatible with weathered stone than straight portland
cement. Around 1970, the Environment and Heritage Service (EHS) in Northern Ireland developed a conservation mortar, reportedly based on a mortar mix designed by G. Baldwin Brown of Scotland (Sleator 2007, pers.
comm.). The mortar contained varying proportions of lime putty and portland cement with sand and grit for

Figure 5: Timeline for lime mortar evolution in world history (generalized, on left) and for the north of Ireland
(within the island context, on right). Note: non-linear scale
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the aggregate. Repointing efforts at several State properties, including the medieval Grey Abbey, Dungiven
Priory, and Bonamargy Friary, utilised this conservation mortar, also known as ‘black mortar.’ Unfortunately,
problems resulted from this practice, particularly issues of increased stone decay as seen previously when using pure portland cement repointing mortars.
A decade later, John Ashurst stated that “lime is the most important of materials…and the most neglected by
modern building practice” (Ashurst 1983, p. 9). English Heritage also published their seminal Technical Handbook series, Practical Building Conservation, in which volume 3, Mortars, Plasters & Renders, begins with a
chapter dedicated to lime and lime mortars (Ashurst and Ashurst 1988, p. 1-5). Around the same time, EHS began calcining local limestone to create their own lime putty for mortar repairs to historic sites in State care. At
times they would add ground brick dust or ash to the putty as a pozzolan, creating an artificial hydraulic lime
to encourage faster set times (Sleator 2007, pers. comm.).
Hydraulic lime provides the benefits of traditional lime mortar, with the added advantages of faster setting
times and three different available strengths to better match the existing conditions of weathered stone. The
use of natural hydraulic lime (NHL) mortar, adopted by EHS in 2003, alleviated the problems related to gauging
with portland cement. Initially, the more quickly setting, relatively rigid NHL 5 was used, but in some instances
this proved too strong for weathered stone. Thus, by 2008, EHS began using NHL 3.5 in an effort to minimize
mortar-induced decay while providing a quicker setting time than non-hydraulic lime (Gormley 2008, pers.
comm.). Lime-based mortars, including natural hydraulic lime, artificial hydraulic lime, and lime putty, allow for
improved matching of mortar properties to those of the surrounding weathered stone fabric. This helps preserve the historic stone fabric, and thus the use of lime mortars in historic conservation continues today.
CONCLUSIONS
The history of lime mortar technology for the north of Ireland differs from that observed on a generalised global
scale (Fig. 5), yet the pathways of progress are similar. Need-driven advances occurred through invention
adoption, resulting in long periods of quiescence punctuated by paradigm shifts in construction technology.
Social change brought about by evolution of society triggered new cultural demands, and inventions were
adopted and proliferated to fulfil these demands. Whether the change was a shift in the expression of Egyptian religion, a substantial expansion in Roman seaside fortifications, the necessity of providing shelter as a new
religion became increasingly popular, or the need to increase speed and reduce costs of construction during
the Industrial Revolution, the effect of that change was to adopt a mortar-related invention, which in turn significantly impacted the course of construction technology. The current trend in historic conservation towards
more sympathetic repair mortars and increased emphasis on preserving the historic fabric may itself be the
sign of a paradigm shift, one brought about by increasing globalisation and enhanced recognition of the inherent value in respecting and celebrating cultural diversity.
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